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TflfNITY Ti\BlET,
VoL. IV.

HARTFORD, CONN., MAY 20,

SUNRISE ON MT. WASHINGTON.
Silent on the Mount I stood
Ere the stars began to pale,
While I gazed in. awe-struck mood
On the deeply shadowed vale ;
Such a silence filled the night
Ere the Day had wooed the Sky,
As when one on Horeb's height
Laid him down alone to die.
Not one cloud to vex the way~
Where the moon in splendor glanced,
As, Narcissus like, she lay,
By her own fair face entranced.
Far below in deeper shade,
Wrapped in darkness lay the World,
Save where, in a mazy braid,
O'er each stream the mist-wreath curled,
And that faintly through the night,
Mid the blending sky and wood,
One long lake of silver white
Glistened in the solitude.
From the awful, silent deep,
As a sentinel did seem
Each great Mount to lift its steep,
Like some giant Polypheme
Standing mid the stern array,
Groups around their Monarch's form,
Guarding ever, night and day,
'Gainst the shock of time and storm.
And I gazed until the Moon
Sank within the dewy West,
Seeking Nature's sweetest boon
For the wearied spirit-rest.
Then the .lEthiop slaves of Morn
Clothed the sky in robes of jet,
That the triumph march of Dawr.
Might appear more splendid yet:
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While below, the breath of day
Stole along the quiet vale,
And the forest far away
Whispered in the morning gale.
Faintly through the eastern skies
Steals the first gray flush of light,
As the darkness slowly dies,
Loth to leave the arms of night.
Then Aurora's golden car
Mounts the bright horizon's verge;
Roseate splendors gleam afar,
Madly on the coursers urge ;
While from Nature's verdant breast
Bursts the lofty triumph strain,
Ringing onward to the West,
And the world is born again.

REVERIES AS TO THE FUTURE OF THE
TABLET.
Any one who has had the pleasure of studytng Mr. Craiks' famous English Literature and
Language, doubtless remembers Sir Thomas
Browne. This was the man, you know, who
"had no sympathy with the great business of
men." He lived in the most eventful period
of English history, wrote much, but never
mentioned England, or the civil war, which
was then making a man's foes those of his own
household. Seldom do we meet such a character, either in the literary or real world, and excepting the writer of the following article,
we would probably look in vain for one, in
this practical generation of ours. The writer,
however, is present, and · as unlike the German philosopher he believes he t, is something,"
does dream, and has something to dream about,
he has promised us to appear as Sir Tom II.,
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and prepare his reveries, amid the noise and
bustle of the world.
The present board of editors have commenced their duties at a rather unfavorable time.
The heart-sickening annual examinations are
near at hand, and when the heart is sick, what
can the head do ?
But remembering what was said in the last
number of the TABLET:
" And, sweet the rest that follows labor done."

and going on the hypothesis, that the harder
the labor, the sweeter the rest, we launch forth
into the great ocean of literature, trusting to
the light-boats, and fog-whistles, lest we founder on a rock-bound shore.
As this is the first number of the TABLET
with the present board of editors, and as,
therefore, we have no past to judge by, the
future can be nothing more than mere conjecture, resting upon Hope, which we trust with
us will not be a "delusive phantom." Even if
it does, however., we will have done all we
could, and who can do more? Hope is no
mean gµide, my reader, without it, what would
life be?
The importance of journals of some sort
among our colleges, must be felt by all. For
as civilization advances more rapidly when
nations are linked together, as it were, by electric wires, than when there is no communication between them, so learning advances in a
ten-fold ratio, when all the institutions of a
country are united by college journals, than
when each stands by itself, proud in its own
significance. The man who acquires knowledge with no other end in view than to satisfy
his curiosity, and never intends or desires to
impart it to the world, is worse than the miser
who lays up his hoards, merely to have the satisfaction of saying; " This is all mine, and no
one can get it from me."
The college too, which starts a new scheme
and attempts to conceal it from the world, lest
other colleges may be benefited by it, defeats
the very object for which it was founded; viz:

to advance scholarship throughout the country.

If then the advancement of scholarship, and
not the advancement of any particular institution, be the goal for which we are running,
what better way can we suggest for uniting us
together than through the medium of college
journals? Let us work as a body. Let the
stronger help the weaker, and run along peacefully together. We have in closing this article,
to bid "farewell a long farewell," to the ex-editors of the TABLET. To them the words of
Tennyson come with all their force;
'' There's a new foot on the floor, my friend,
And a new face at the door, my friend,
A new face at the door."

May life be to them, what we are trusting it
will be to us, a successful journey over a rugged road, at the end of which,
" When, well contented with the guerdon won,"
''We ('11) sit and count our strivings o'er again."

HUMAN NATURE.
You may talk about a Catholic church,
Catholic this, and Catholic that; but the most
Catholic thing in the world is human nature.
However far back you may look into antiquity,
man,-and woman too-is still the same, selfish, ambitious, vain, conceited.
The great writers of all ages have observed
this, and their writings to-day tell us, that what
man was in the time of Nero, he is now.
What reader of those cutting satires of Juvenal,
does not remember Crispinus, how gracefully
he would allow his gaudy and costly cloak to
trail upon the ground, so that men would see,
and talk about his indifference to riches. Or
again, in what "a kind of careless" way, he
would wave his hand to and fro, as if to cool
his summer ring, but in reality to expose the
sparkling gem to public view. We may laugh
at this, but is it not a picture of ourselves ?
When just from the tailors, strutting about in
our best, is it not human nature to promenade
the most fashionable and crowded streets ?
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And even in going into church sometimes,
just after purchasing a new over-coat lined with
red, is it not human nature personified, to sling
it over one's arm in such a way, as to let the
lining show ?
Again, when =we get a new hat, and tip it a
little on one side of the head, to give what may
be called "a don't care" appearance, how careful we are that it should not be tipped in any
other way!
But this is so, not only with dress but with
our mental qualities. A young man for instance in college, never mind who he may be,
or where he is from,-present company of
course excepted-likes to be thought talented,
and the consequence is that, strange though it
may appear, this very wish prevents his studying.
For if he studies and is not among the first,
'twill be said; "Oh ! he's dig, but he's not
smart." If he does not study, and stands towards the foot, 'twill be said : "He is a smart
fellow, but he doesn't study any; if he would
only apply himself, I believe he could be the
first in his class."
Now though one is a fool to be inff.ueuced by
such opinions and sayings, nevertheless he is
so inff.uenced, and you will find it a principle
firmly fixed in the human heart, that a man
would rather be thought and called anything than
a blockhead.
But human nature would not be catholic
unless it applied to both sexes. So let us for
an instant, but only for an instant, glance at the
girls. They too have their ideas about dress.
The writer knows very little about these ideas,
however, and perhaps it is well he knows no
more. We will mention only a few general principles and facts, however, and then the reader
may rest. Girls, as a general thing, are prettier
than boys-and to most of us are more attractive. We think in some cases, and in
some things, they are smarter, but not often.
They talk more than boys do, but in listening
you are apt to lose the c'o nnection, unless the
ear has had some practice. We have branched
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off from the subject,-let us return. Is there
anything to be said in reference to human nature in speaking of girls? There is_ one
thing, certainly, they may be ambitious,
but are never vain; vanity is something you
seldom if ever observe among girls. Of course
when they are pretty they know it, and sometimes think themselves prettier than others do;
but then you can't call that vanity., that's only
human nature. They know that they can
talk, and sometimes talk too much,-though I
rather like that myself. For human nature to
be catholic, we must observe the old as well as
the young, but as the writer has been in
the world only about a score of years, and as,
therefore, he has had no experience as to the
feelings of the aged, he may say something
which he cannot prove, as per.haps he has done
already.

CORRELATION OF FORCES.
As I came into my room just now, I stumbled in the dark and struck my head against the
mantel-piece. As has been the case with others
better known to fame, this little incident set
me. to philosophizing. We cannot look into a
treatise on Physics, without being constantly
met with mathematical proof of the indestructibility of natural forces. In the simplest explosion we see the materials of the explosion
disappear and no trace of their existence remaining visible. We know that the original
compounds have been resolved into their elements, have taken other forms and disappeared
from sight without one atom of matter being
destroyed. We are told that the heat, the
light, the sound, are but forms of motion which
melt naturally into each other ; easily interchanging without the slightest diminution of
the great sum of force or motion, which has existed in unvarying quantity from the beginning.
I therefore go to see if any change has taken
place in the marble slab against which I struck
my head. But there is none. The force with
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which I ran against it resolved itself into some
other form and made a gash upon my forehead.
But then the pain? Here is an element which
physical analysis cannot eliminate. We get
beyond the gross materials of substance into
the region of the feelings. May not the same
law however hold good even here? The harmony of my sensitive organism has been disturbed and the detraction from my former comfort is exactly balanced by the pain I feel. Let
us go one step further ; beyond the limits of
mere physical pain. A man comes to me, one
whom I have ever thought to be my firmest
friend perhaps, and indignantly complains that
I have acted offensively to him. I was guiltless of intention in so doing, and unconscious
that he felt aggrieved. I make all reparation
by apologizing. The harmony of his feelings
is restored, but the concord of my own has
been disturbed by his complaint. Thus what
is my pleasure is another's pain, and vice versa, and so the world revolves in endless cycles.
Attraction and repulsion guide the stars and
hold the universe in space. So pain and pleasure join in coeternal union to make and break
the harmony of individual man, while· by unvarying proportion they maintain the concord of
mankind.

TWO SIDES OF A QUESTION.
A. It is quite a consolation to a poor student to look over the annals of the past, and
find-as he will ever find-that the great men
of the world were not always honor men. That
many, who if they had heeded the discouraging sneers of their friends, would have given up
in despair, and fallen in with the indifferent and
aimless multitudes, have by their determination
and zeal raised themselves without help to the
top-most pinnacle of fame. Act for yourself.
Try to please every one, and in the end you
will please no one. Of course you must not
rush ahead ~ith a blind zeal, utterly regardless
of the opinions of others; but do not give too
much weight to all the hindrances they may

put in your way. Remember you are not acting for them, but for yourself.
If you must "paddle your own canoe," use
the paddle which suits you best.
B. You may talk about the "top-most pinnacle of fame" as you please, but "a poor
student" seldom reaches it. One, here or
there, may rise higher than it was thought at
first he could, but all such are the exceptions.
We think the wr:ter of the above must have
been dreaming about himself, and in his attempt
to find some consolation in his now forlorn
condition-took refuge in the far-off endless
future. It is very well to say "use the paddle which suits you best,"-but when experience
proves that the same kind of paddle has snapt
in almost every case, when the canoe was not
many yards from shore, it is time to throw it
to the waves and try another.

PHILOLOGY.
The love of words ! A ch_arming name for
one of the most beautiful and interesting of the
sciences. Although very few years have
flown by since scholars began to devote themselves assiduously to the study of Philology,
yet an almost perfect knowledge of it has now
been obtained; and the lynx-eyed philologist is
enabled to sie into the very heart of language.
An acquaintance has already been formed with
the relationship that exists between the different languages of the world ; nay, we can almost
trace the crooked stream of language to its
fountain-head, and find the elements of which
this source is composed.
Comparative philology, which expresses the
comparison of languages, is now the chief pursuit of those philologistic minds, who have
mapped out in vivid colors the situation and
proximity of one language to another.
Germany, England, and America can all
boast of their great philologists; but we must
confess that the sons of Germany,-Max
Muller for instance,-have displayed the greatest advancement in the science of philology.
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In the same line with Max Muller ranks Mr.
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From the very first period of the world's
history,
the mind of man has been continually
Whitney, of Yale College, who has written a
work which not only reflects honor upon him- putting forth new ideas. A great many persons
look upon the same thing in different aspects;
self, but also upon our country.
Marvellous results have been attained by and from the words, in which they body forth
several philologists. We now possess the key their conceptions, we may compile a history of
to the strange mythologies of Greece and Rome. the secret workings and excogitations of that
The mysteries which lay concealed in the wonderful intellectual power, the mind. We
names of the gods and goddesses have long can read in the grand vocabulary of the Greeks
since been divulged; and we, at the present day, the advancement which the elegant philosono longer look at these divinities through a glass phers of polished Athens, made in thought.
In fine, we can, by the study of language,
darkly, but face to face.
The name of the omnipotent and supreme clearly see how the mind has stepped, as it were,
Zeus, to whom all the deities of heathen from one idea to another.
mythology were subject, is no more regarded
RESIDENT GRADUATES.
as meaningless, but as replete with a hisMany an Alumnus of this college is, and
tory of its own. Th~ word Zeus, when
traced back to the old Sanscrit, is found many a one has been, a resident graduate withto signify the firmament; and it was in this out perhaps being in the slightest degree consense that the Greeks employed Zeus to give scious that he was living here, influencing his
expression to that innate feeling that there is a for mer companions and moulding their characGod who made the heavens, and whose throne ters. All this for the simple reason that, while
is situated far above them. Athens and Rome he lived here in spirit, his body was miles away.
never arrived at that stage where they could Nevertheless he lived here ; his peculiar cast of
·centralize all their ideas about a Supreme being. mind was a die which stamped itself (less deeply
It was for this reason that they deified almost perhaps out still to a certain extent) upon the
all the works of His hands under appellations students in college. Not that all accomplish this
which appear to converge to the idea of one God. result in by any means the same way. In fact
Great are the advantages which are to be the ways and means are as different as~the men,
derived from the close pursuance of the study and fully as real as they.
of philology.
In fact we are compelled to
This may be most easily realized by taking
lament that so small a portion of the college a few particular and actual illustrations. Think
curriculum is usually devoted to this Science.
for instance of either the man who was the
It is by means of this philology that we gain prime-mover in founding the Athenaeum or he
a more accurate knowledge of the progress of who was most active in giving the Parthenon
thought; for what are words but true pictures an organization. The writer says with confiof ideas.
Where history forsakes us there dence "the man," in spite of the fact that it
philology steps in, and kindly offers to conduct might be difficult at this day to single out1 any
us into prehistoric times. How much does one as the head and front of the movement ; beHistory tell us of that primeval people who are cause several years experience in college have
called the Aryans ? Absolutely n~thing. But fully convinced him that · no active measure is
what a vast deal of information does philology carried to a successful end, without its life and
give concerning them ! It finds a solution of strength gathering about, and existing in, some
the problem in the very name which boldly tells one man whose disposition is most in sympathy
us that they were an agricultural nation.
with that measure. Think then of the men
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who formed the two debating societies which
had such a long, and useful career. Think,
also, of those few who from time to time gave
a fresh impulse to the spirit of these men as
embodied in the two societies, or who perchance
added a new spirit; a something from their own
peculiar personality. Think, I say, of the resident graduate life of these men. Think of
the honest satisfaction they might take in reflecting how the useful impulse they had imparted to student life should go on, and on, and
on through the generations who should tread
these halls after their feet were at rest; on even
to the last, like a force communicated by impact, through a line of bodies. Such, indeed,
is a resident graduate life for years; on which
one might well congratulate himself.
But these are not the only resident graduates
amongst us. The man who founded the Minnehaha Boat Club, the men who added an impulse to the movement no longer are seen
among us. But their character, their disposition, their love and kindling zeal for athletic
sports, live and shall live as forces moulding student character, as long as the college shall last.
Not perchance acknowledged, not perchance
even silently recognized by the many but none
the less existent than the waves of undying
sound whose vibrations trav.el on through the
infinity of space.
Likewise shall be resident graduates those
who, in this present time, having worked hard
have succeeded in giving the boat club a rejuvenation.
Then think of him who first moved in the
establishment of the present, or the preceding,
Reading Room. Surely he embodied in the organization a portion of his character and personality which shall influence students more
than they are aware.
Think of him who by patient and undiscouraged effort aroused among the students a sufficient interest in the matter, to induce them to
establish the two present oratorical prizes.
But there is a class of resident graduates

whose life here, is scarce so welcome to us;
scaree so pleasant a sober after-thought to themselves. They are men who are possessed of a
remarkable developement of the bump of "pure
cussedness;" men whose keenest pleasure is in
deviltry which they denominate fun. They
Ii ve after graduation in "Phillistine Societies"
and "Po-Pai-Paig's" which
" Can a real existence lend"

to their spirit and character. Organizations
pledged to mischief-making and embodying for
work on the characters of future students the
impulses and dispositions of these men.
And what shall we say of those who, not
content with an ordinary stimulus and assistance
to the beer trade leave after them their ~-spirit
of alliance and aid in an organization avowedly
devoted to drinking.
It would seem as if these would be hardly
very pleasant reflections, although they as well
as the preceding ones, cannot fail to be useful,
practical, and very-present illustrations of the
personal influence of a student upon those who.
come after him.*

MINOR MATTERS.
There is no doubt that " annual examinations are a bore," but if we were to have quadrennials, what would we say ! The thought of
a quadrennial makes one shake and tremble.
What a "heterogeneous concatenation of miscellaneous" matter would we be compelled to
cram on the night preceding examination. Wet
towels and what not would be brought into
reqms1t1on. Though we are not affiicted with
such a fiery ordeal as a quadrennial, yet we
entertain no doubt that in a few years it will be
substituted for Annual. If we were to be
examined at the end of senior year in every
•The writer takes pleasure in acknowledging that the above
idea was suggested by a sermon preached in the college chapel.
It seemed however, to him, that to be vivid to the student,
it needed the application to particular instances which he ~as
given it.
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branch pursued since we were Freshmen, it is
very evident that there would be more assiduous
students than there are now. Those who
desire to have B. A. appended to their name,
would then feel that it was for their best interest and welfare to pay more attention to the
prescribed studies. In short we are of the
opinion that quadrennials would have a very
good effect in raising the standard of scholarship.

'The Harvard Advocate justly complains in
one of its late numbers, of some college papers
who appropriate items and other matter from
its columns, without any acknowledgement.
We have never, we believe, been one of the
offending ones; but the Advocate for April contains three items from the TABLET, which it
does not pretend to acknowledge. Would it
not be better to exercise a little more care, and
remove to a less fragile habitation, before
"heavin' rocks." We notice, that as a rule,
college papers are not inclined to be any too
courteous towards each other; perhaps greater
politeness might be cultivated by commencing
with trifling matters such as the above.
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regular college duties, yet the latter should not
by any means interfere with his devoting a few
of his spare moments each week to a literary
society , The old Parthenon and Athenreum
are dead; but their members still live ; and we
anxiously await the day when they will strike
hands together and organize a new society.
There was some talk a few months ago about
this ; but as we have heard of nothing more of
it since, we thought that a few suggestions at
the present time would not be amiss.

We have noticed, within the past year, in
much of our ephemeral literature, such as magazines and papers, a tendency, when indulging
in sarcasm or satire, to be so particularly grave
and serious, as not to be generally understood by
many, who take the jest for earnest. Mark
Twain complains that much of his earlier satire was not appreciated on account of this tendency, and as recently as last year perpetrated
what he regarded as a huge "sell" on the public, by means of a mock English " review " on
one of his own works. But we think the
public has the best of the argument. A paper
comes out with (apparently) a perfectly serious
account
of a murder or an accident, full of horTo a student, nothing can be more advantarible
details,
or a letter from some correspondent
geous than a well-managed literary society. It
is
published,
perhaps against the paper itself, but
not only improves him in debate, declamation,
with
all
so
common
sense in its language and
and composition, but also instructs him in parliamentary laws. It seems very strange that ideas, that most persons take it for common
there are so few students who appreciate the sense, and praise its candor, when ·all at once the
value of a literary society. Most of them are truth bursts forth amid uproarious applause that
exceedingly indifferent in regard to the rich it is only a brilliant "sell." The laugh should be
harvest of good, which can be reaped by taking on the other side. If satire or sarcasm, or in short
a deep interest and part in literary exercises. any kind of fiction of this nature, cannot be made
If a student intends to study law, what can be visible to nine-tenths of mankind, without an
more beneficial to him, than to learn, while in elaborate explanation, it is the author who is an
11
college, how to debate readily, and without ass, not ~t e public. The idea with some writbecoming flurried. In short, if a student has ers seems to be, that the more sensible the
any of the learned professions in view what remark, the deeper the wit. At this rate one
can be more conducive to his welfare therein, should not be surprised to hear that " Butler's
than to cultivate excellence in composition and Analogy" is what the French Marquis, in the
oratory. To be sure a person may have a great "Liar," calls "poetry," whereas we have always
deal of this kind of work to perform, in his considered it the most serious kind of " prose."
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NOTICE/
The EDITORS of the

TABLET

would re_

spectfully call the attention of sundry subscribers to the fact that their bills are yet unpaid.
The EDITORS desire to close up the accounts
for the year, and therefore request from them
immediate settlements.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
The Easter holidays are over. The accustomed routine, for a short time broken into, is
again taken up, and as the hills appear once more
in their Spring robes, we are reminded of the
approaching ordeal, so dreaded by the pleasureloving, book-detesting student, and not thought
too well of by the conscientious worker, or the
faithful "dig," i. e. the annual examination.
What a volume is expressed as some one
counts over the weeks on their fingers, and
sighs "Only nine." What anxiety is depicted on the countenance of him who so beseechingly asks, "How many weeks for reviews ? "
Stir yourselves up! Oh! ye lazy ones! Rumor
bespeaks all sorts of terror to Freshmen, and
not even the traditional delights of Class-Day
soothe their agitation . Other class-men have
a sort-of-used-to-it air, but still, "there lurks
the discontent." The ivies have opened their
eyes, here and there, and are getting ready for
their annual journey over the brown college
walls.
The campus vies with the college
building, in its brown and green, and if patchwork were now fashionable, t'would delight the
heart of maiden-workers to catch a glimpse
from our window of the contrasted colors before
them. The work of grading is slow, but promises to be sure, and although we lament the
necessity of taking away two more of our not
too many trees, yet improvements are certainly
being made. A portion of the campus in front
of Brownell Hall has been unturfed, and made
even with the rest of the college-grounds; a
carriage-drive and new walks are to be laid out,
and then with the completion of the fence,
which already encloses two-thirds of the grounds,
will arrive the consummation that has been so
devoutly wished for, so long a time: for more
than two years ungainly paths, broken fences,
carts, workmen, et cetera without end, have
wearied our eyes, and we hail the ,completion
of reform with pleasure.
We take great pleasure in informing our
readers of the improvement which has taken
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place, or is in process of so doing; we should
take greater pleasure, however, could we in the
columns of some succeeding TAB LET, not far
distant, announce to them the attainment of
our long cherished desire, viz., a gymnasium.
As we read in college so much about the
Greeks, in their own language, thus showing
our appreciation for them, why should we not
in those things in which they excel most, follow
their example? Their mode of living has
often been recommended to us, and the suggestions made h.ave met with our hearty approval.
But the plans proposed cannot be carried out
without some assistance from the faculty, and
other college authorities. For instance-to
come at once to the point,-we cannot engage
in athletic exercises, unless we have a gymnasium, for gymnasium, we suppose, means a
place where athletic exercises are performed.
We have a boat club, it is true, and if any
other boat club can boast of more exercise
than ours can, they must combine a great deal.
For we have arranged matters in such a way,
that in addition to the exercise of our arms and
shoulders, we exercise our legs also, during the
more than a mile walk to the boat house. But,
notwithstanding, we want a gymnasium, and
the reasons are evident. How frequently a ')tudent has an half hour to · spend on the campus!
How infrequently thrice that time to spend on
the river!

OUR NATAL DAY.
Tuesday May 16th," Our Natal Day," was
duly celebrated, not only by the students in
particular, but by the state in general. For by
a strange coincidence, this was the date
appointed for the long-postponed election parade, thus securing for the college a holiday,
which the faculty had most unexpectedly
refused, when requested on the ground of its
being the anniversary of the foundation of our
Alma Mater. The reasons of this strange
proceeding have not been made known to us,
and consequently, we must satisfy ourselves
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with the supposition, that the request would
have been granted, had not forcible and cogent
ca~ses persuaded to a contrary course. It
seems . to us, that the birth-day of his Alma
Mater ought to be one of the most cherished
days of the year to a student, and should be
celebrated accord.ingly. To do this, however,
the cooperation of the faculty is needed in
some degree, and although we heartily thank
them for extending to us the use of the Cabinet, on the evening of the 16th, still we lament
their hardness of heart, and seeming lack of
loyalty, in not granting this day as an annual
holiday, especially, since the Chancellor, the
Rt. Rev. Bishop of this Diocese was the originator of the idea, and furthers the project.
To return to the celebration of the day,
however, the weather was all that could be
desired. The tinging of the eastern skies by
the earliest rays of the sun, seemed to be the
signal for the inpouring of the country people,
who made their appearance in great numbers,
in the variety of vehicles customary upon such
occasions. Among the city pap~rs, it is still a
question of debate, whether the unusual influx
of rustic inhabitants was to be credited to the
Election-Parade, or to Barnum's Great Show,
the most gigantic of his gigantic humbugs,
which was here on exhibition all day.
Throughout the entire morning trains swept
around the curve into the city, blockading
Asylum street, and disembarking their car-loads
of civilians and militia, for the most part, outside of the depot. The dust and smoke was
so thick, that to one looking down upon it, the
city must have presented the appearance of a
great cloud resting upon the face of the earth.
All day-long the streets were full of men, women, and children, pushing here, crowding
there, as if their liyes depended upon it.
Groups of soldiers were c?nspicuous at every
corner, in fact wherever they could the more
effectually impede the progress of the people
there they were sure to station themselves.'
This was the more observable in the colored
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Companies, (four of which took part in the parade,) who in their gingerbread attire, and faces
oiled for the occasion, looked down upon the
passers by, with a highly disdainful, and touchme-not air, indicative of their superior position
on God's footstool. The most striking feature
of the procession, as it swept by the college,
was the Governor's horse, a high-stepping
chestnut, with crimped mane and tail, who,
with the Governor, formed an agreeable " tout
ensemble." As he passed by the college, such
of the students as were present on the campus,
gave him three cheers, which he acknowledged
by a graceful bow. And now, last in point of
order, but first in point of consequence to the
students came the dance in the Cabinet. Be'
tween half-past
seven and eight P. M., the
expected guests began to arrive, and shortly
after eight the dancing commenced, and continued witheut intermission until twelve. There
seemed to be just the right number present to
make everything pass off smoothly. Perhaps
there was rather a superfluity of gentle111en, but
that, of course, made it pleasanter for the ladies. One thing occurred however, which
must have been rather unpleasant for the ladies; we refer to the unwarrantable intrusion
of the gentlemen into the ladies dressing
room, for the purpose of filling their dancingcards. We confess ourself to have been one of
the guilty ones, but we did it, actuated by the
principle of self-preservation. We have no
doubt, but that others can furnish a similar, or
as good an excuse, but hereafter, let us consi?er
the ladies more, and ourselves less. N othmg
occurred to disturb the festivity of the evening.
Owing to the comparatively few invitations sent
out the customary crowding and treading upon
Ion~ dresses was avoided. Still we think the
Cabinet presented as gay an appearance as usual,
although the walls were not adorned with the
accustomed number of" flowers." We regard
the affair as worthy the day, and the pleasantest of the college ent~rtainments, at which it
has been our lot to be present.

PARTICLES.
Wanted: A gymnasium, supposed to be
concealed somewhere about the college buildings. Having been built according to P:omis~,
this Easter recess, it (not the promise) ts
thought to lie on the back campus.---A Junior, who has expended great labor and research
on the matter, thinks that the origin of "Romeo and Juliet" may be traced to the play of
"Antigone."--Seabury Hall is supposed to
be haunted, as angelic solos, startling yet
brief, are sometimes heard in the Western end
of the Chapel.--Terrible profanity of a
Professor, in answer to an inquiring student:
"Mr. A., I will see you further before I
answer your question."--The passage from
Juvenal, "Mullum sex millibus emit," has been
lately translated, " He threw up a mullet
six miles long."--A student, on being informed that " Brick" Pomeroy edited the
" Democrat," expressed surprise, as he had
always believed a fellow named Le Crosse published it.--Astonished auditor of the singing
in one of our city churches, ~, 0 Day, and
Knight, but this is wondrous strange."-Many of the students who have a taste for Art,
are noticed these warm days in Mulberry St.,
studying bar relief.--W e learn that Mr.
Webber, who has, as noticed in our last issue
left the Romish Church, is now at Columbia
College. We hereby give full notice, that,
after this date, we shall not chronicle any further display on his part, of what professional
jugglers call" zampiliarositation"(?~--~riend:
"Hullo, Tom, where are you gomg this evening?" Student : "Oh, I've got a pressing
engagement." Friend: "Humph ! oetter say
a squeezing engagement."--Several of the st~dents have lately · been fleeced out of their
money, while "seeing the elephant" and
" bucking the tiger" -at Barnum's.--" Song
of the 'Skinner,' "
" The saddest words of tongue or pen,
Are ever these,

~

I've flunked again.' "
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BOOK NOTICES.
ScRIBNER's MoNTHLY.
way, New York.

Scribner & Co., 654 Broad-

Scribner for June is more attractive than usual, and
in its competition for popularity is so fast stealing
into the good graces of the reading puhlic, that older
periodicals will have to look to their laurels. This
issue is replete with illustrated articles, and the serial
stories put in their customary appearance. "Home
aRd Society," and '' Topics of the Time," are the
portions of the magazine to which we always turn
first, and in which we are never disappointed. We
commend Scribner to our student friends, as excellent
reading for a leisure afternoon.
CULTURE AND RELIGION IN SOME OF THEIR RELATIONS.
By J. C. Sharp. Hurd & Houghton, 1871.
This book is an earnest effort, by a cultivated
scholar, to set before younger students in half a
dozeo lectures, the real end and aim of a liberal education, and its reconcilement with a true religious life.
There are two classes of students to whom the book
will be especially useful. The first class consists of
those who go to College in order to get knowledge
alone, to cram themselves with facts, language, and
philosophy, with no reference to refinement, or
through their studies becoming cultivated and liberal
minded men: the second class embraces those who
believe that such refinement and culture is inconsistent with, or superior to, e~rnest religious feeling. The
work is an able endeavor to prove that culture and
religion go hand in hand, and as such, is a valuable
contribution to general literature and the student's
table.
HoPEFUL W oRos FOR THE S1cK AND SuFFERING,
Evangelical Knowledge Society, Bible House, New
York.
Theoretically we believe this little manual to be
constructed in the best possible manner, but practically we doubt its value. Whether the sick bed is
rendered softer and less painful, by the perusal of
homilies, which over and over inculcate Faith and
Patience through nearly two hundred pages, and
which require much of the former quality and more
of the latter to read through, the invalid can of
course determine better than we are able to; not that
we doubt the effect of these virtues in rendering tolerable a long and tedious illness, but we think the
lesson may, perhaps, be taught better in another way.
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The book is very neatly and tastefully gotten up, and
the subject matter is arranged with skill.
We are prevented, by want of space, from noticing other books, which we reserve for a future number.

COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.
BOWDOIN.

"Hon. Daniel Pratt, A.M., Ph.D., M.D., S. T.D.,
LL.D., next President of the United States, Corresponding Secretary and Chairman of the Right
Grand Roy:l Society for the suppression of cruelty to
Acephalous. Gasteropods, is in town. He says he is
now making a last grand review of the New England
Colleges. He is selling for ten cents the great Pratt
circular, containing over Three Hundred Valuable
Points. "-Orient.
COLUMBIA.

Mr. Smyth of '71 has been chosen Valedictorian
of the class for the coming Commencement.
There is an attempt being made to establish a
College Boat-Club. For the present thev do not
intend to compete with the clubs of other Colleges.
DARTMOUTH.

Culver Hall is rapidly a_pproaching completion.
Two of the rooms are to be used for a Museum.
There is a rumor that the building occupied by
the Scientific Department is to be enlarged, and other
·.vis'! improved. The number of students in this
department is greater than ever before.
Dartmouth College has been presented with $10,ooo
by E. W. Stoughton, of New York, to found a
Museum of Pathological Anatomy in its Medical
Department.-College Courant.
HARVARD,

A decided reform has taken place in the regulations
of the Faculty. "After the present year,"-to speak
in the words of the Advocate,-" marks of censure
are to be separated from marks of scholarship, and
the student will receive a distinct rank in each study;"
also, instead of twenty-sixty unexcused absences
from prayers will be allowed to each student without
penalty; of which, however, not more than ten shall
be allowed before Dec. 1st.
The Class of '72 will labor under the same disadvantages, as '72 of Trinity, regarding the assignment
of parts at Commencement.
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Atom.-" Infinitely small quantities may be neglected, you know."-Harvard Advocate.
In this case, however, as far as we have been able
to look into the matter, the '' infinitely small quantity" is in the majority. We acknowledge the
above, a good hit,-as directed at us.

EXCHANGES.

HURD & HOUGHTON,
'13
THE

ASTOR PLACE,

NEW

YORK,

"RIVERSIDE PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.,
HA VE LATELY PUBLISHED

THE LIFE OF NATHANIEL GREENE, Major-General in
the army of the Revolution. By George Washington Greene, author of '' ·Historical View of the
American Revolution." 8vo. Volume II. Price
$4.00.

The College World.-" We solicit a favorable
notice, and an exchange.''
To the latter part of
the request we gladly accede ; we think, however, SouTH's SERMONS. Sermons preached upon several
occasions by Robert South, D. D. Vols. IV. and
that the TiVorld might better have relied upon its
V., com;:,leting the work. 8vo., cloth. Price per
merits for the former portion, which, judging from
volume, $4.00.
our perusal of it, it might well have done.
CULTURE AND RELIGION IN SOME OF THEIR RELATIONS,
Orient.-W e would inform the Orient, that the
By ]. C. Shairp, Principal of the United College
of St. Salvator, St. Leonard, and St Andrews. In
Editors of the TABLET, although the paper is by no
one volume, 16mo. Price $ 1.25.
means of recent birth, do not feel so self-suflici~nt
*** This book is a fresh and most rradable contribution to a
but that they are willing to receive a friendly hint
literature which is growing up about the new schools of which
regarding the contents of their paper. But though Huxley and Arnold are special prophets.
we shall always endeavor to keep our columns free SuBURBAN SKETCHES. By W. D. Howells, author of
from the above-mentioned fault, we think that in
"Venetian Life" and '' Italian Journeys." In one
volume, crown 8vo. Price $ 1. 7 5
this respect The Orient might be improved, and thus
"There is a refinement in these skrtches which only the few
prevent the possibility ·of its becoming in time, "a
can appreciate, and a breadth of sympathy which includes the
bore and a nuisance."
many in its benign circle. Let us make the most of Mr. Howells,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JOHN

KENNEDY,

Merchant Tailor,
NO. 48 S'TA'TE S'IREET,
UNDER U. S. HOTEL,

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

STILLMAN

& Co.,

HATTERS,
Would call the Students' attention to the very
fine line of

for in the midst of our vulgar self-conceits and crudenesses,
and noisy contempt of those conventions which are the safeguards of letters, and the best legacy of culture, we have got
a gentleman and artist worthy to be ranked with Hawthorne
in sensitiveness of observation, with Longfellow in perfection
of style."-North American Review.

THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADE.
An Episode of the
Thirteenth Century. By George Zabriskie Gray.
1 volume, 12mo. Price $1 .75.
'' Nothing more romantic and heroic, nothing more sad and
tragical, nothing displaying a stronger, though mistaken faith,
can be found in the pages of history. The strange narration
can be read only with the intensest interest. "-Protestant
Churchman.

A HANDBOOK OF LEGENDARY AND MYTHOLICAI. ART,
Bv Mrs. Clara Erskine Clement. 180 illustrations.
5~0 pp. Brown cloth, red edges. One volume.
$3 .25. (Second edition now ready.)
"The merit of this work consists in the brevity and neatness with which it has reduced the information contained in
larger works, and often those of recondit-: character, to a compact form enabling the traveler and student to obtain the knowledge of which he is in pursuit without the necessity of consulting rare and cumbnsome volumes."-N. Y. Tribune.

FURNISHING GOODS,

THE STORY OF MY LIFE. By Hans Ch1istian Anderson. Containing additional matter contributed by
the author of this edition . The whole now first
translated into English. One volume, crown 8 vo,
with a portrait. $2.00.

331 MAIN STREET, HILLS' BLOCK.

Any of the above sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt
of prices annexed.

HATS,

CAPS,
AND

***
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STUDENTS, ATTENTION!
SPRING & SUMMER GOODS1
FOR GENTLEMEN.
Having just returned from New York with a fine selection of

SPRING & SUMMER ·GOODS,
FOR GENTLEMEN'S WEAR, ·
I am prepared now to show them to my patrons and the citizens of Hartford in general, and
will be happy to make them up in the most fashionable styles and perfect manner. I do not hestate to say that this stock is second to none ever offered in this city

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELVES.

JOHN J. LEHR,
266 MAIN STREET,

GENTLEMEN!
GO TO

N.

J.

BROCKETT

& Co's

FoR GLOVES,

ESTABLISHED 1836 .

THOMAS STEELE & SON,

Jtwtl~rs and $Hut~smilhs,

FoR SHIRTS,

~~k, ~~~~

FoR NOBBY FURNISHING GOODS OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION.
10

Mounting

STATE STREET.

~~,

WOOLLEY & GILBERT,

CHARTER OAK

!,IVERY STABLE,
108

MAIN STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN.
CARRIAGES FOR
W. P, WOOLLEY.

p ARTIES,

amJ. i ~filAh ikNW),

tt4 ti.. ,,.J
~l~=iwJ

A

~ ~)1~

Specialty.

~~t (tbh, ili.

Agents for the sale of the celebrated
PATIK PHILLIPP

WEDDINGS, ETC.
C. O. GILBERT.

1

&

Co.,

& M.

GRossMANN

WATCHES .
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&

DEMING

Watches, Jewelry,
SILVER
NO.

.w ARE,

20

College Bo~k Store.

GUNDLACH,

ETC.,

BROWN & GROSS,
Booksellers c.:J Stationers,
NO. 49 .ASYLUM STREEV-,
HARTFORD, CONN.

STATE STREET,

F. A. BROWN.

HARTFORD, CONN.

W. H.

GROSS.

HENRY S. BRIGGS,
381 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CT.
ORNAMENTAL

Watches of all kinds repaired

CONFECTIONER,

in the best manner and

Ladies' and Gentlemen's lee
Cream and Dining Room.

warranted to run well.
H. A. DEMING.

WEDDING & O'IHER PARTTES

L. GUNDLACH.

Supplied with every requisite.

The CollegeBootmaker.

REILLY'S

WM. LINKE,

Dancing Academy,

No. 3

AsYLUM

STREET,

271 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CT.

Would call the attention of his numerous pat1 ons

to his new stock of FRENCH CALF-SKIN
just imported. The best of materials and a
PERFECT FIT guaranteed.

MR.

REILLY respectfully announces that he has one

of the best furnished and most convenient academies
in the country, which he will let on reasonable terms,
for Dancing Parties, Receptions, Germans, etc.

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7 ALLYN HousE,

HARTFORD,

CONN.

FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS.
Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
Furnished in the most recherche style.

w AITERS

AND

MUSIC

FURNISHED.

Particular attention paid to dancing classes in
young ladies'Seminaries in every part of the State.
MR. REILLY will make arrangements far the
instruction ofprivate classes, and far those persons
who desire to learn the German.

Address

~ Particular attention given to getting up

College"Spreads."

P. H. REILLY,
P. 0. Box 647.

HARTFORD; CT.
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ESTABLISH ED 1836,

CASE,

LOCKWOOD

&

BRAINARD,

Hart, Merriam & Co.,
325 MAIN STREET.

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER PEARL A N D TRUMBULL ST S., H A RTFORD, CONN .

COLLEGE

PRINTING
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CARPETS,

CURTAIN

MATERIALS,

Oil Cloths, Mattresses and

of all descriptions.

BEDDING,

PRINTERS OF

PAPER HANGINGS, &c.

THE TRINITY TAB LET.

N E

SuGDl!:N,

C. R.

HART.

L. B.

MERRIAM.

E. S. HIGGINS & CO.,

"BOSTON SHOE STORE."

Druggists and Apothecaries,

ELDRIDGE & CO.,
DEALERS IN

139 Main Street.
DEALERS

BOOTS AND SHOES,

IN

DRUGS, MEDICINES, TOILET AND FANCY
ARTICLES.

CHOICE WINES AND CIGARS

LARGE STOCK OF GENT'S GOODS,
Which we think cannot be surpassed for completeness and
quality in any city.

Constantly on hand.

STEVENS

375 MAIN ST., HARTFORD.
We call the attention of Young Men especially to our

& p AGE,

JEWELERS.

Attention, Students I I
HENRY SCHULZE,
The old and original

One of the

Consisting
of
WATCHES,

FINEST

COLLEGE TAILOR,
2.53 MAIN STREET.

JEWELRY,

assortments
in the City.

SJLV.ER

A Choice Selection of Goods

ana

ALWAYS

PLATED

On hand, from which the "nobbiest" suits will

WARE.

be made at reasonable pricc:!s,

CALL AND SEE THE sTocx.

Cor. Main St. & Central Row,
HARTFORD.

Students' custom solicited.
HENRY SCHULZE.
253 Main St. opposite the Post Office.

Bo
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59

CARMINE STREET,

J0etu ~ort

~ :AANNERS, :
1( ILLUMINATED, !: 6th AVE. CA RS PASS THE DOOR.
GILDED '
·.
.~
: EM BROI DE RED, &c. ·

: For Sunday-Schools.

~

lllrarlirar IIJFrnrelors, .
AND

IIIuminators for Church and ~----=--~w
S. School PurDoses.

II ljnuminatrb l(llerts
UPON ZINC AND PAPER,

For Wall D ecoratz'on, z'n Gold and Oz'l
Colours,
WITH SURFACE PROTECTED, SO AS TO BE WASHED.

MEN'S FuRNISHING

Gooos

FOR THE MILLION, AT .

CONKLIN'S BAZAAR,
264

MAIN STREET.

We would respectfully invite the attention of buyers of Men's Furnishing Goods to our wellselected stock, and can assure all that

OUR PRICES ARE MODE RA TE,
AND

GOODS OF THE BEST QUALITY.

H. W. CONKLIN.
N . . B-SUPERIOR SHIRTS made to order, at short notice, and warranted to fit.

